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Introduction:
Since the passage of the federal Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and
Control of Act of 1970, a law designed to criminalize the manufacture,
distribution, and possession of controlled substances, the United States has
embarked on a very costly and ineffective “War on Drugs.” We have seen
increases in the criminalization of drug use and possession and the
lengthening of criminal sentences, thus in spite of committed prosecution of
this “War” and its cost, we have not seen any positive effect from these
policies.
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The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970
brought all the drugs listed under this act under the control of the federal
government. The manufacture, distribution, and possession of controlled
substances were regulated by this act and control moved from the
Department of the Treasury to the Department of Justice. The scheduling of
drugs took place under this act making marijuana a Schedule I drug.
Throughout the 1980’s the federal government continued to pass new drug
legislation. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 was designed to
help the federal government apprehend, prosecute and incarcerate drug
dealers and users. The Anti Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988
substantially increased penalties by setting mandatory minimum sentences
for simple possession, established the schoolyard laws which increased
penalties for distribution of drugs within 1000 feet of a school, created the
cabinet level “drug czar” position, and reinstated the death penalty to be
used by the federal government for anyone convicted of a drug related
killing or anyone convicted as a drug kingpin.
Increased resources were allocated to fight the war on drugs. In 1985,
about $2.7 billion was allocated by the federal government to fight the war
on drugs. In 2010, President Obama requested $15.5 billion for FY 11
(Office of National Drug Control Policy, 2010, February 1), but this figure
does not include the cost of prosecuting federal offenders or the cost of
incarceration. In 1973, President Richard Nixon established the Drug
Enforcement Administration, a new agency to combat the manufacture and
sale of illegal drugs. The DEA had a budget of $75 million and employed
less than 1500 agents. In 2008, the DEA had a budget of $2.3 billion and
employed more than 5000 agents. In 1982, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) was given concurrent jurisdiction with the DEA over
federal drug law violations.
Since 1970, there have been progressive and substantial increases in
the amount of drug arrests, convictions and those committed to correctional
institutions. In 1970 there were 322,300 drug arrests, in 1980 there were
581,000 drug arrests, in 1989 there were 1,362,000 and in 2008 there were
1,702,537 arrests for drug abuse violations at the state and local levels and
almost half are marijuana arrests. For comparison purposes, there were
1,687,345 arrests for burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson
combined (UCR, 2008). In 2008, drug arrests constituted 12% of all arrests
and was the highest single category of arrest. Drug offenders make up 30%
of all offenders admitted to state prisons nationally, and 53% of federal
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prisoners are drug offenders. There are more than 500,000 total persons
imprisoned for drug offenses.
In Connecticut, drug offenders make up the second largest category of
offenders in prison, the first category being violation of probation or
conditional discharge. Seventeen percent (17%) of Connecticut’s prisoners
are incarcerated on drug offenses.
If the increases in resources expended, in arrests and incarceration led
to a significant reduction in drug availability, drug use, and drug related
crime among Americans, it would be possible to argue that the desired
outcomes justified the expenditures. However, the data indicate there is no
reduction in perceived availability of drugs among school age children and
there is only a modest reduction in the number of school age children who
have tried drugs in the last year (Monitoring the Future).
With the introduction of the DEA and the emphasis on drug
enforcement and interdiction, one might expect that less drugs would be
available for sale and the price of those drugs would increase. Yet, the
prices for cocaine and heroin have declined by 80% since 1980 (Caulkins &
Reuter, 2006). Although there was a spike in marijuana prices in 1990, there
has been a significant decline since 1992. Drugs on the streets today are
fairly cheap.
The Cost of Hartford’s Drug War
After 40 years of a federal drug policy that has failed to meet its own stated
goals, it is time to examine the cost associated with the enforcement of
current drug laws to determine whether the outcome justifies resources
expended. This report will focus on the city of Hartford and the costs
associated with this very localized aspect of the drug war. The challenge is
the difficulty in compiling an objective and accurate summary of costs.
News reports often rely on unsupported conjecture or out-dated figures.
Public figures who are quoted in such reports may be using biased figures in
order to advocate for a particular agenda or point of view. Finally, a
reliable, accurate breakdown of costs for some categories is simply not
available.
A variety of data sources were used to prepare this report including federal
data based on home surveys and data gleaned from self-report studies.
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The academic and government data sources used to prepare this report
include those from the FBI, the Bureau of Justice, the Department of Health
and Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration’s “Summary of Findings from the 1998 National Household
Survey on Drug Abuse”, the Office of National Drug Control Policy, data
from the Connecticut Department of Health, and the University of
California’s Institute for Health and Aging and analyses by the Lewin
Group. Recognizing that each data set has its own limitations, we can still
present useful estimates regarding the costs of implementing current drug
policies. It should also be noted that the most conservative interpretation of
the data has been consistently used in this report.
In spite of these limitations, this report will present as precise, but
conservative cost for pursuing the drug war in Hartford, Connecticut as
possible. It is our hope that such information will stimulate intelligent
conversation about how to reduce the burden of illegal drugs in our
communities.
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The Report:
The report divides the costs in Hartford into nine general categories
described in the text below and supplemented by the attached appendices:
 Local police costs
• Court costs
o Community Court (possession of small amounts of marijuana)
o Superior Court (more serious drug offenses)
• Department of Corrections costs
• Probation, parole costs
• Halfway and Transitional Houses
• State and federal interdiction costs
• Homicide deaths
• Overdose deaths
• Taxes not presently collected
Deaths caused by drug use other than homicides or overdose deaths (e.g.,
HIV/AIDS, hepatitis) are not included in this report, which is limited to
costs directly or indirectly related to the laws governing the sale or use of
presently illegal drugs.
A summary of the costs born by the residents of the City of Hartford
associated with each of the nine categories appears below. The explanation
for these numbers is found in the text following the chart.
Hartford, Connecticut’s Share of the Cost of the Drug War
Cost heading

cost

Local Police costs
Court Costs
Community Court
Superior Court
Department of Corrections
Probation and Parole:
Adult probationers
Juvenile probationers
6

$21,933,814
$
62,424
$ 2,511,065
$ 14,020,621
$ 7,012,549
$ 1,285,040

Parole
Parole Violations
Halfway and Transitional Houses
State and Federal Drug Interdiction
Homicide costs
Overdose death costs
Taxes not presently collected

$ 652,243
$ 1,833,596
$ 7,493,704
$24,279,233
$34,253,783
$25,064,900
$ 8,528,161

Total Costs

$148,931,133
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Local Police Costs:
In Hartford’s 2008-2009 fiscal year, 22.3% of the arrests were for drug
charges1. This figure does not include other arrests, which have a high
likelihood of being related to drug use, such as robberies or burglaries
committed to obtain drug money.
This report uses the method employed by Harvard economist Jeffrey
Miron2, who calculated a rough cost of policing the drug war in
Massachusetts by multiplying the total police budget by the percentage of
arrests for drugs. The budget of the Hartford Police Department for the
2009-2010 budget year is $36,556,357. 22.3% of the arrests in the last
fiscal year were for drugs (not counting drug-related arrests3), thus
yielding an annual drug war cost of $8,152,068. Marijuana arrests made
up of 22% of total drug arrests, or 4.2% of all arrests, therefore the cost
of pursuing marijuana offenses alone is $1,793,455.
Since as much as 80% of serious crimes (aggravated assault, robbery,
burglary, and prostitution) may be drug related4,5 it is appropriate to
include these. Doing so boosts the total cost by $12,781,746 to
$21,933,814), of which $4,825,439 is devoted to marijuana. Homicides,
also thought by the Bureau of Justice to be related to drugs in 80% of the
cases, are not included in this section. It is important to note that
Hartford Police believe that the city homicide rate is nearly 100% drugrelated. (See the section below which deals with homicides. For
comparison, statistics from other cities are cited in the Appendix).
Court Costs
o Community Court: The Community Court docket handles only low-level
marijuana cases. More serious drug offenses are handled in Superior
1

As a baseline using the 2007 Bureau of Justice statistics, 13.2% of all arrests nationwide were related to
drug abuse
2
J.A Miron, Prof of Economics at that time at Boston University “The Effect of Marijuana
Decriminalization on the Budgets of Massachusetts Governments, with a discussion of decriminalization’s
effect on Marijuana Use.”Nov. 1, 2003. http://drugsense.org/initiatives/ny/miron_nov03.pdf
3
‘Drug arrests’ in this essay refer to arrests in which drug possession or sales were a major cause for the
arrest. ‘Drug related’ arrests are those that may have occurred in the process of obtaining funds to support
a drug habit.
4
Jack Cole The New Prohibition 2004
5
Greater Baltimore Committee, Smart on Crime, a Public Safety Strategy, September 1995
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Court. For the last two years, the percent of Community Court cases
dealing with marijuana offenses ranged between 6.3% and 6.8% or an
average of 6.55% of 8,118 arraignments in 2007-2008 to 11,789 total
arraignments in 2008-2009. The annual budget for Community Court is
$2.4 million; therefore the cost of handling Hartford drug cases in
Community Court is $204/arraignment. There were 306 Hartford
marijuana cases in Community Court in the calendar year 2008 for a total
cost to handle low-level marijuana cases of $62,4246.
o Superior Court: The Superior Court handles all other drug arraignments.
The total cases adjudicated in Superior Court for 2008 was 570,4977 and
the number of drug cases only from Hartford is 71038 (2008). The
budget for Superior Court is $201,683,1159 or $354 per case. Therefore
the cost of handling all of Hartford’s Superior Court drug cases is
$2,511,065.
Department of Corrections Costs
o According to an Office of Legislative Research Report10, as of March
12, 2008 there were 2,886 Hartford residents incarcerated by the
Department of Corrections. Although 70-80% of individuals involved
in the prison system have a drug or alcohol problem, only 11% or 318
of Connecticut’s inmates are incarcerated with a drug charge as the
primary charge. The 11% figure used here should be considered
conservative, particularly when compared to neighboring New York
State which has 20% of inmates incarcerated for drug offenses. .
According to information provided by the Office of Fiscal Analysis,
the annual cost to incarcerate an inmate in Connecticut in FY 06 was
$44,16511. This figure includes fringe benefits, statewide cost
allocation program distribution (which the Department of Correction
must pay other state agencies for services), building depreciation,
6

There were 335 marijuana cases handled in Community Court from outside Hartford for a total of 637
marijuana cases. Additional, more complex marijuana cases are handled in Superior Court.
7
Biennial Connecticut Judicial Branch Report and Statistics 2006-2008, p. 34.
8
Personal communication with Hartford Superior Court administration, statistics for 2008
9
The budget total includes civil, family, and criminal adjudication; juvenile court adjudication; costs of
court reporters and monitors; interpreters; courthouse maintenance; judicial marshals and courthouse
security; the Public Defender office; the office of Victim Services. The method of Jeffrey Miron, described
elsewhere in this report, is used to assign costs of individual cases.
10
OLR report 2008-R-0228, March 17, 2008 by Senior Attorney Christopher Reinhart
11
Christopher Reinhart, Senior Attorney, OLR report 2-13-08, Cost of Incarceration and Cost of a Career
Criminal.
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equipment depreciation, and bond interest. These 318 inmates from
Hartford cost $14,020,621 annually.
Hartford Probation, parole costs
Ct Parole budget 2008-2009:
o Juvenile Probation12
o Adult Probation13
o Board Pardons & Parole14
o Parole violations15
o

budget
$14,700,515
$79,379,950
$ 6,192,924
$16,669,050

Htfd
cases cases cost/case
total
1,900 168 $7,737 $1,299,816
55,908 4,939 $1,420 $7,013,380
3,665 386 $1,690 $ 652,243
220
$1,833,596

Board of Pardons & Parole: This is a conservative number since the Pew Report 16 reports
that nationwide parole supervision can be as much as $2,750 per parolee.

Halfway Houses:
o As of November 200917, there were 1,077 Connecticut inmates living
in halfway houses, of which 167 were from Hartford. The average
cost of housing an inmate in a halfway house is $45,000 per year18,
therefore the annual cost of drug related assignments to halfway
houses for drug offenders from Hartford is $7,493,704. Because of
the difficulty associated with determining the hometown of halfway
house residents, an estimate of those from Hartford here is based on
the fact that 16% of the inmates in corrections facilities with drug
charges are from Hartford. This report makes the assumption that

12

Using the same percentage of Hartford probationers for juveniles as for (8.7% of the total in the state)
the number of Hartford juvenile probationers is 166 at a cost of $7,737 per case or $1,299,816 per year.
13
The total number of adults on probation in a year is 55,908 and the adult probation budget is
$79,379,950, yielding a cost per adult probationer per year of $1420/yr and the cost for just the Hartford
adult probationers of $7,013,380.
14
State of Connecticut Office of Policy and Management Criminal Justice Policy and Planning division
Monthly Indicators Report, November 2009. The budget of the Board of Pardons and Parole is
$67,192,924 and the number of parolees supervised is 3,665 for a cost per parolee of $1690. The number of
people on parole from Hartford is 386 yielding a total cost of Hartford parolees of $652,243. These
numbers are conservative when measured against a reported national amount as high as $2750 per
supervised parolee, according to J. Riordan, A McDonald, One in 31: The Long reach of American
Corrections, the Pew Center, March 2, 2009.
15
Parole violation costs15 for Hartford city residents in 2003 was $16,669,050. If, as in the prison
population, 11% of the parole violations were in those parolees with drug charges as the primary charge,
then the cost of dealing with parole violations committed by Hartford citizens is $1,833,596.
17

State of Connecticut Office of Policy and Management Criminal Justice Policy and Planning division
Monthly Indicators Report, November 2009
18
Personal communication with administrative staff at the Department of Mental Health and Addiction
Services.
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those assigned to halfway houses represent approximately the same
percentage.
Federal and state law enforcement efforts
o It costs the United States about $60 billion per year in state and
federal money to interdict the supply of drugs from outside US
borders. The US population is presently 307.7 million, so this
represents an expense of $195 per person per year. For its 124,512
Hartford residents, that represents $24,279,233 per year.
Deaths:
o Homicides are a downstream cost19 that is not easily measured in
money terms. In 2008, 35 people were murdered in Hartford. 7580% of homicides across the country are drug-related.20 The Hartford
Police Department has opined that Hartford’s percentage is much
higher. If, however, 75% is the correct figure, 26.25 homicides per
year are one of the downstream costs of the drug war in Hartford.
According to Corso et al21, the average cost per homicide is $1.3
million in lost productivity and $4,906 in medical costs for a total of
$1,304,906 per homicide. That is equal to $34,253,783 total cost each
year attributable to homicides in Hartford
o There were 224 drug overdose deaths22 in Connecticut in 2007,
approximately 20% of which occur in the urban areas (roughly 44).
According to the state Department of Public Health, Hartford’s share
has been a consistent 25 accidental drug overdose deaths each year.
According to national figures, there has been a remarkable increase in
overdose deaths in the past 10 years. When examined in detail it is
found that the increase is not due to street drugs but to the nonmedical use of opioids (not heroin). Arbitrarily assigning the same

19

The term ‘downstream cost’ is used to describe effects directly related to the costs of
the drug war, but which are more remote from the actual sale or purchase of drugs or the
immediate cost of prosecuting the drug war.
20

John H. Richardson, A Radical Solution to End the Drug War: Legalize Everything, September 1, 2009
(http://www.esquire.com/the-side/richardson-report/drug-war-facts-090109)
21
Corso PS, Mercy JA, Simon TR, Finkelstein EA, & Miller TR. Medical Costs and Productivity Losses
Due to Interpersonal Violence and Self- Directed Violence. American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
2007: 32(6): 474-482.
22
These are included since the present laws influence the unsafe use of presently illegal drugs
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cost to drug overdose deaths as is assigned to suicide deaths23
($1,002,596) would suggest a total cost for the overdose deaths in
Hartford of $25,064,900 each year.24 It is not clear from the data
whether these deaths are due to illegal drugs alone or whether in some
cases they were associated with alcohol intake.
Taxes not collected on drugs sold within the city
o It is difficult to unravel the financial complexity of the illegal drug
economy since there are no store receipts, tax returns, employment
records, wage or salary records, inventory numbers, transportation
cost records, no records of how profits are spent, shifted, or laundered,
and only rough estimates of how much citizens of Hartford spend on
illegal drugs. “It’s an impossible figure to guess” Baltimore Police
spokesman Anthony Guglielmi stated in response to inquiries about
the size of the illegal drug economy in Baltimore, Maryland.25,26. This
report aims to say that it is a possible figure to estimate reasonably,
yet conservatively.
o Using ONDCP data, US Census data, and Hartford Police Department
arrest statistics, the size of the drug market in Hartford is determined
to be $42,640,832, admittedly a conservative number. If taxed at 20%
of its street value (taxes on cigarettes are 30%), the value of these
taxes not collected is $8,528,166 annually.

23

Corso PS, Mercy JA, Simon TR, Finkelstein EA, & Miller TR. Medical Costs and Productivity Losses
Due to Interpersonal Violence and Self- Directed Violence. American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
2007: 32(6): 474-482.
24
According to the Department of Public Health statistics, more deaths, illnesses, and disabilities result
from substance abuse than from any other preventable health condition and in Connecticut drug overdose
deaths exceed that from auto accident deaths.
25
E. Erickson, Jr. Shadow Players: Drilling Down Into Baltimore’s Billion-Dollar “Informal Economy”
Baltimore City Paper, posted 1-28-09
26
As a retail business, the drug trade appears to have several unique characteristics:
• It requires none of the infrastructure associated with similarly-sized retail businesses: no fleets of
delivery trucks, no warehouses, no inventory control systems, no point-of-sale systems, no
licensing and no direct tax payments.
• Retail distribution is entirely in the hands of small individual entrepreneurs, with little access to
capital.
• There is little incentive for most of those individuals to increase their sales activity beyond a
certain point. Every additional customer heightens the risk of detection and arrest.
• It seems likely that most small-time dealers net $1,000 or less per month, and expend the money
as it is received.)
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Additional Downstream Costs:
o Whereas this study was limited in scope, we recognize there are a
myriad of other economic and social costs that could be added to the
list above. These include drug-related illness, premature death,
increased emergency room costs and the spread of serious infectious
diseases, increased sick time, poor workplace performance, additional
medical costs, lost productivity (potential market and household
productivity)27, the cost of money laundering, workplace drug use28,
auto accidents, loss of income due to crime careers, and incarceration.

Summary
The cost of fighting the drug war in Hartford is conservatively estimated at
$148,931,133 each year. These costs are not borne by city government
alone, but are shared by state and federal governments, local hospitals, nonprofits and even indirectly by private businesses. These costs are consistent
with Dorothy Rice’s29 estimates that pursuing the drug war costs every
United States citizen $1,000 per year. Based on Rice’s estimate, Hartford‘s
share would be $124,500,000 per year
The costs of our present drug policy, however, extend far beyond the legal
costs when health and other ‘downstream’ costs are included in what is a
$42 million dollar Hartford drug economy30. The sum total of these
financial costs must be added to the quality of life issues, family disruption,
27

According to a book written by Catherine Fitts, there is $500 billion to 1 trillion of money laundering in
the US each year. Using a conservative $600 billion represents $2,000 per person per year, or for Hartford
residents $248,000,000 each year.
28

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration, Office of Applied Studies,
Summary of Findings from the 1998 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse.
http://www.ncjrs.gov/ondcppubs/publications/policy/ndcs00/endnotes.html
In 1997, occupations with the highest drug-use rates, among full-time workers, aged 1849, were food preparers, waiters/waitresses and bartenders (19 percent), construction (14
percent), other service occupations (13 percent), and material movers (10 percent).136
29

Dorothy P. Rice, Sander Kelman, Leonard S. Miller, and Sarah Dunmeyer, The Economic Costs of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Illness: 1985, report submitted to the Office of Financing and
Coverage Policy of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
30
Robert L. Painter, Hartford’s $42 Million Drug Economy, Hartford Courant, December 11, 2009.
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impact on education, job procurement, economic development, and the sense
of contentment in our communities.
Continuing a policy in which criminal elements control a large portion of the
economy, exacting such a profound cost, is difficult to support in the face of
the findings in this report.
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APPENDIX
Comparison of Costs of Drug Arrests
A Selection of Cities in Connecticut
City
Police Budget
New Haven
$37,309,457
Bridgeport
$78,539,818
Waterbury
$ 1,620,853
Westport
$ 8,484,795
West Hartford $12,892,492
Stamford
$42,174,639
Simsbury
$ 3,800,000
Glastonbury
$8,750,769
New London
$10,880,420

Arrests
15,596
6,330
9,082
839
5,343
3,840
410
946
2,843

Drug Arrests
1860
1045
943
140
1182
460
42
155
722

%
12%
16.5%
26.5%
16.0%
22.1%
12%
10.2%
16..4%
25.4%

cost of drug arrests
$ 4,477,134
$12,959,069
$ 457,655
$ 1,357,567
$ 2,849,240
$ 5,052,170
$ 389,268
$ 1,433,794
$ 2,763,160

• Syracuse, New York: The Syracuse police department took a total of
479,00 ‘actions’ in responding to 188,668 service requests. Arrests
accounted for 28,800 of these actions and 6,300 of these (21.9%) were
for drug related offenses31, which is approximately the same
percentage of drug arrests as Hartford (22.3%). Syracuse has a
population of 147,306 and a 2004 police budget of $37,867,497,
approximately the same as Hartford. Using Miron’s method of
calculation, Syracuse spends $8,292,981 fighting the drug war.
31.9% of drug arrests or 6.9% of all arrests in Syracuse were for
possession or sale of marijuana that would represent $2,645,460 for
police costs related to marijuana arrests.
o In an article by John Hazelhurst32 describing the drug economy in
Colorado Springs, where age demographics trend younger than
statewide Colorado figures, as many as 15 percent of residents are
thought to be marijuana users. Given a metropolitan population of
550,000, that translates to 80,000 people. Law enforcement officials,
users and dealers estimate that the average marijuana user in Colorado
Springs purchases/consumes about three ounces annually at a cost of
about $1,000/yr. That translates into a yearly retail market in Colorado
Springs of $80 million.
31

M. Lewis, City Auditor, Report on the Syracuse Police Department Activity for the year ended June
30,2002, 2003
32
J. Hazelhurst, Marijuana sales, distribution major part of local economy, Colorado Springs Business
Journal, Oct 27, 2006.
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o If 15% of Hartford’s 124,000 residents are, as in Colorado
Springs, marijuana users at the same level, then Hartford is
supporting 1,860 marijuana users who are spending $1,860,000
per year33
o A report from the Greater Baltimore Committee34 estimated that 85%
of all felonies were drug-involved. The same report states that addicts
typically need an average of about $100 each day ($36,500 per year)
to support their heroin and cocaine habits, money that comes from
activities like begging, mugging, car or home break-ins. Baltimore
Health Department Commissioner Joshua Sharfstein estimated the
number of Baltimore addicts at 50,00035 out of a total population of
664,000, so the total amount spent by addicts for their drugs would be
$1,825,000,000 each year. Even arbitrarily reducing this remarkable
figure by half to $900 million each year remains a staggering figure
that leaves out a long list of related costs which are part of the illicit
drug economy: the true value (rather than the street value) of the
stolen goods, property damage, health and emotional damages, and
lost wages such crimes often inflect upon their victims.
o Different studies in the same town—Baltimore—come up with
different estimates of the financial size of the illicit drug economy.
Baltimore is 5.3 times the size of Hartford). DrillDown estimated that
$872 million existed as unrecognized (by the census) income due to
informal economic activity—7% of the city’s total economy. The
authors of this report also could not estimate what part of this 7% was
from the drug economy and what was from ‘under the table’ legal
activity. The Greater Baltimore Committee, a business group, in its
2005 report "Smart on Crime"), stated that Baltimore's heroin and
cocaine market would be worth $912 million annually, considerably
more per capita than Hartford’s.
o According to the Governing State and Local Sourcebook36, the total
Connecticut state and local police spending in 2006 was $905 million.
The local share of this spending was 88.1% or $797,305,000. If the
33

Other illicit drug users: Heroin average cost is $200/day; cocaine cost is $85/gram, heroin cost is
$71/gram
34
Greater Baltimore Committee, Smart on Crime, a Public Safety Strategy, September 1995
35
“Scoring Data Points”, Mobtown Beat, June 14, 2006
36
Data by Region, State and Local Police Protection Spending,
http://sourcebook.governing.com/profileresults.jsp?mcat=all&rgntype=2&rgn=8&x=19&y=4
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average number of drug arrests across the state is approximately
15.5%37 of all drug arrests, then by this method of calculation it is
costing local Connecticut police across the state $1,235,824,145 to
fight the drug war.
o Clearly the research from which these final figures are derived has
yielded considerably different results, based on differing assumptions,
methods of data collection, and strictness of criteria for sorting the
data. Still, attempting to get a handle on the financial implications of
the drug war is worthwhile, even with such disparate results. The
amounts are large as are the estimates of the total amount spent by the
federal and state law enforcement agencies (estimated at $50-60
billion per year).
o There are also differing opinions as to how much of the drug money is
recycled into the community, spent for such far-ranging expenditures
as cars, in bodegas, bars and clubs, supplementing family budgets,
bribery, legal fees, street corner look-outs and messengers, and
clothing. As reported in the Baltimore City Paper38, money is paid to
residents for basement space to cut drugs, support for block parties, to
buy loyalty and support, or to hold their stash.
o Charitable foundations and the federal government spend $1 million
per week in Baltimore on drug treatment programs, creating hundreds
of additional jobs--many of them for recovering addicts--which
depend on an amorphous, uncountable addict population. Other
unknown costs are the amounts that city police draw in overtime,
seize millions of unrecorded dollars worth of cars, real estate, and
cash every year, leaching wealth from the city's drug economy and
from its citizenry but never really wounding it.
o The loss of productivity and wages induced by the drug war can also be
expressed in the following way: A prisoner is not a productive member
of society while incarcerated and, based on an average of eight years in
prison, the total foregone earnings for each career criminal is $52,00039.
37

The Economic Costs of Drug Abuse in the United States 1992-2002, Executive Office of the President
and the Office of National Drug control Policy, p. 14.
38
E. Erickson, Jr. Shadow Players: Drilling Down Into Baltimore’s Billion-Dollar “Informal Economy”
Baltimore City Paper, posted 1-28-09
39
Cohen, “The Monetary Value of Saving a High-Risk Youth,” Journal of Quantitative Criminology, Vol.
14, No. 1, 1998.
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o The infectious disease deaths are not related to the legal aspects of the
drug war, as are the overdose deaths and homicides. It is of interest,
however, to review the following. Based on a review of the scientific
literature, 32 percent of HIV/AIDS deaths were drug-related40. The
following were also counted: 30 percent of deaths from hepatitis B; 20
percent of deaths from non-A/non-B hepatitis.
Hartford figures, etiology41: deaths
All hepatitis cases
17
HIV
94

due to drugs
2.4
12.9

cost state /city*
$ 192,000
$8,359,200

*(According to Safe Injection Facilities Conf (2009) in NYC, It costs
$648,000 per HIV infection per case and $60-100K per hepatitis C case
without liver transplant per case (4 times that if a liver transplant is
necessary)
o There are additional costs related to the delivery of health care. In 1998
6.4 percent of full-time workers reported current illicit drug use as did 7.4
percent of part-time workers. In 1997, occupations with the highest
drug-use rates, among full-time workers, aged 18-49, were food
preparers, waiters/waitresses and bartenders (19 percent), construction
(14 percent), other service occupations (13 percent), and material movers
(10 percent).42
o Even these estimates make no allowances for the impact of drug abuse on
the quality of life of the family, neighbors or neighborhood,
homelessness, or the victims of drug abusers or on the drug abuser
himself/herself. Additionally, the attitude of drug sellers is that upkeep
of their ‘business property’ is of little interest, a contributing factor to
neighborhood blight. All told, problem drug use has become the single
most significant deterrent to urban economic development and the
investment in, and recovery of cities.

40

Policy, Office of National Drug Control Policy, Chapter II, #10,
State Dept of Public Health Division of Vital Statistics 2006
42
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Office of Applied Studies, Worker Drug
Use and Workplace Policies and Programs: Results from the 1994 and 1997 NHSDA, p. 26.
41
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